ABSTRACT This paper proposes a robot peer reciprocal learning system in which robot peers can not only cooperatively accomplish a difficult task but also help each other to learn better. In this system, each robot is an independent individual and has the ability to make individual decisions. They can communicate about image information, individual decisions, and current state to formulate mutual decisions and motions. For learning a new concept, we propose a mutual learning method, which allows the robots to learn from each other by exchanging weights in their neural network concept learning system. The simulation results show that the robots can learn from each other to build general concepts from limited training, while improving both of their performances at the same time. Finally, we design two cooperative tasks, which require the robots to formulate mutual sequential motions and keep communicating to manage their motions. The robotic experiments demonstrate that the proposed robot peer reciprocal learning system can help robots achieve difficult tasks in appropriate and cooperative ways, just as humans do.
I. INTRODUCTION
Concept learning and problem solving are the most important abilities in human cognition. We learn thousands of concepts about objects, events, relationships, and the environment so that we can use these concepts to predict the world and solve daily problems.
Human babies do not learn concepts and skills alone; rather, they learn from their parents and other caregivers. The Scaffolding theory [1] , which was inspired by the ideas of psychologist Vygotsky, posits that learning should be treated as a social process and that new cognitive skills develop as the learner receives appropriate support from an adult or a peer of high capabilities [2] , [3] . This theory provides a powerful educational teaching strategy in which the expert partner plays the role of helper, and the learner is treated as the one to be helped. However, in recent years, several researchers have found that a same-ability peer learning situation can provide all members with scaffolding benefits and can allow all members to play both roles [4] . In a reciprocal scaffolding [5] situation, learners have a mutual goal or cooperative task and are encouraged to work together [6] . They share their experience and knowledge with each other to achieve shared goals or solve a problem.
Children learn in peer situations how to explain their thoughts and thinking processes so that they can exchange information, then they learn how to work together to come up with a mutual plan and achieve a goal. In these situations, cognitive conflict and communication demands allow learners to adjust and crystallize their concepts [7] . In addition, peer learning improves learning motivation, and the learner has a positive attitude about the topic to be learned [8] . Based on existing research, most researchers agree that students learning with or from their peers gain in cognition development and affective support [9] , [10] .
Inspired by human peer learning theories, we implement a robot peer reciprocal learning structure for multi-robot learning and cooperation. The proposed system consists of two individual service robots which have a vision system, speech system, localization system, communication system, and decision making strategies. Both robots can recognize learned objects and speech, move to appointed positions, and communicate with other robots or humans. Therefore, each robot is an independent individual and can make appropriate decisions from the learning.
In the proposed robot peer reciprocal learning system, the robots can learn with and from each other by communicating to exchange knowledge, formulate mutual goals and plans, and execute tasks cooperatively. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works about peer-assisted learning, reciprocal learning, and robot cooperation. Section III introduces the robot peer reciprocal learning system. The knowledge exchange and mutual concept learning of the proposed system are described in Section IV and Section V, respectively. The simulations of mutual concept learning are illustrated in Section VI, and two robotic experiments are demonstrated in Section VII. Finally, the paper concludes in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
To correctly implement the peer learning concept in multirobot learning and cooperation, we first present the concept and the related research about peer-assisted learning in this section, then we give the reciprocal learning strategy. We also discuss the current research on multi-robot cooperation.
A. PEER-ASSISTED LEARNING
Peer learning is based on the venerable concept of ''While we teach, we learn.'' We believe that explaining a concept to another person is the best way to learn the concept. In this context, the student who has the best performance will be treated as a surrogate teacher and can assist another student, which is called the peer tutoring method [11] .
Not surprisingly, peer tutoring is the best known and most widely implemented method. It is organized by a teacher who formulates the curriculum content and learning objectives. Two or more students are involved in the tutoring, with one student performing the role of ''tutor'' and the other students performing the role of ''tutee'' [11] . Traditionally, the tutor student has higher abilities than the tutee student. However, ability differences may lead to several disadvantages. The student of higher ability may not gain cognition benefits in the interactions [12] , and this student may find it hard to stimulate the tutee student [13] . Same-ability and rolereciprocal peer tutoring have recently been developed as a way to address these disadvantages [14] . Students of similar ability can switch roles between tutor and tutee. Research has proved that in this situation, all students can receive cognitive and affective benefits, and their self-esteem will increase in the process [7] . Overall benefits ensue because students in a peer learning interaction can exchange their knowledge and experience and retune their own concepts. They also have to mutually manage their own learning goals, plans, and processes [15] .
Peer-assisted learning theory provides a single theoretical model by synthesizing existing research [16] and describing how peer-assisted learning works. The mental processes during peer learning can be divided into five categories. The first one is organization and engagement in which students have to elaborate their goals and plans. The second mental process is cognition development. When students have a new experience or thought which cannot be explained by their original cognitive structure, they will experience cognitive conflict, and retune their cognitive structure. The third mental process is scaffolding and management. The tutor student has to manage the learning process, and he/her will thus gain cognitive benefits. The fourth process is communication. Students have to embody and crystallize their thoughts into language, while at the same time listening to the other student carefully and correctly. The fifth process includes the affective component. Students learn with or from the other student, thus growing in self-discourse and self-confidence.
Based on these five sub-processes, students will learn or adjust their capabilities by extending, modifying, and re-building their current capabilities. The target skills will become consolidated, implicit, and generalizable. Furthermore, the self-monitoring and self-regulation abilities of the students will be improved. During the affective and cognitive development in peer learning, the self-esteem and metacognition of the students will be enhanced.
B. RECIPROCAL LEARNING
Among the many teaching methods for peer learning is the reciprocal learning strategy [17] . This is a structured studentpairing teaching strategy in which the instructor formulates the curriculum content, learning processes, learning goals, and learning tools. A pair of students form a learning partnership in which both learners play the roles of doer and helper and help each other to achieve the learning goal. While the doer performs the appointed task, the helper instructs, observes, and gives feedback. In the learning process, the doer has to speak out his/her thinking processes so that the helper can simulate the doer's cognitive structure to provide appreciative support and feedback. The instructor monitors the entire learning process and provides necessary help when the learning partnership experiences difficulties.
After both learners have played the two roles, the instructor may give them a cooperative task to solve. In this task, neither one has all the necessary information or hints so they have to exchange what they have with each other and cooperate to accomplish the task.
Reciprocal learning always targets the learning goals for fields which have a correct answer, such as mathematics or science. However, reciprocal learning also enhances problem solving abilities [18] . Similar to peer tutoring, the effects of reciprocal learning have been shown to improve academic performance [19] , enhance motivation [20] , and increase students' social interactions [21] . However, the structured learning formation leads to more cognitive gains than affective gains in students.
C. ROBOT COOPERATION
Multi-robot cooperation is an important issue in robotics. A multi-robot team can be made up of several single ability robots or of different function robots. Simple and single ability robots can work sequentially to complete complex tasks, such as a transportation task or industry manipulation [22] , [23] . Or they can work in parallel to execute enormous tasks, such as searching for a huge unknown VOLUME 5, 2017 environment [24] . In the contract, cooperation between different function robots mainly focus on information exchange, robot role assignment, task allocation, and human robot interaction.
In the modern flexible manufacturing field, trajectory teaching and robot coordination will affect the efficiency of the manipulators. Kinematic relations among cooperating robots both in couple motion and overlay motion have to be considered in trajectory planning [25] . Besides, system dynamics uncertainty and environmental friction also need to be controlled and learned. For example, a hybrid forcemotion adaptive control law has been presented to deal with this problem [26] .
Multi-robot systems on aerial robots is another popular research topic. Object manipulating and transporting is common in rescue, industrial, and military applications [27] . Environmental monitoring and object tracking can help people to explore unknown environments and to track target people or specific objects [28] .
Many control methods for configuration and communication among multiple robots have been proposed [29] , [30] . These methods usually aim to efficiently maintain a joint belief state among robots to accomplish tasks [31] .
Swarm robotics [32] is a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems. The robots can organize themselves and design robust, scalable, and flexible collective behaviors through simple rules and local interaction [33] . This approach can apply to mining tasks [34] and foraging tasks [35] .
Cooperation among different kinds of robots always targets complex tasks and focuses on human robot interaction and task allocation [36] , [37] . A complex task is separated into several small tasks. And the small tasks are then assigned to the appropriate robots depending on their abilities. When robot Nao and WAM have to cooperatively accomplish home service tasks, Nao will recognize a human's intention through interaction and send corresponding commands to WAM, whereas WAM receives the commands and carries out the corresponding tasks [38] .
Based on the development of cloud computing, robots can exchange information and share computation loads in cloud space. RoboEarth is the best-known project. It claims that the robots in the system can share and exchange information with one another [39] . They share a formal language to describe actions, object models, and the environment [40] . When a robot enters a strange environment and implements a task which it has never implemented before, the robot can receive information about this environment and target objects and action recipes from the database to finish the task.
In general, robots cooperate with one another to accomplish a complex task which cannot be done by a single robot. In this paper, we propose a new idea for robot cooperation. Robots cooperate with other robots in order to help each other to learn better.
The proposed peer reciprocal learning system allows robot peers not only to cooperatively accomplish a difficult task but also to help each other to learn better. The details of the system will be described in the following sections.
III. ROBOT PEER RECIPROCAL LEARNING SYSTEM
The proposed robot peer reciprocal learning system is inspired by peer-assisted learning theory and reciprocal learning strategy. The peer-assisted learning theory describes the elements of peer learning as well as the mental influences during the learning process, whereas the reciprocal learning strategy focuses on learning structure. We adopt the structure of reciprocal learning and the basic elements of peer learning, whose elements are mutual goal and plan formulation, information exchange, communication, and scaffolding. The structure of the proposed system contains an instructor and a pair of robots, as shown in Fig. 1 . The direction of the arrows means the transformation of knowledge. The instructor teaches the robot pair separately or together, then the robot pair exchanges knowledge with each other. However, before the robot has the ability to cooperate with another robot, it must be taught by the instructor and reach a certain level.
Each robot in this system is an independent individual. It can deal with sensor inputs which are obtained from the environment, make a decision, and carry out a corresponding action.
In respect to the pair of robots, the clearly different point is the communication with each other. This communication includes knowledge exchange, role assignment, mutual decision making, and mutual motion planning. At the start, both robots have to confirm their mutual goals and plans, then they individually process the sensor inputs. Next, the robots exchange and integrate the information that they obtained, assign roles to each other, and make mutual decisions. Next, they plan mutual motions based on the mutual decisions. The detailed robot peer reciprocal learning system is given in Fig. 2 . In a real learning environment, each robot may receive different information due to the uncertainty of the sensors and the noise in the real world. This uncertainty and noise will affect the learning performance of the robot. Consequently, even robots which were taught by the same instructor in the same environment may have a different learning performance. To deal with this problem and demonstrate the scaffolding effect, we propose a mutual learning method. The robots will exchange the weights of the learning system with each other in the learning phase, and the robot who has a poorer performance will adjust toward the other robot. As a result, the performance of both robots will be improved.
IV. ROBOT PEER FOR KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
In the robot peer reciprocal learning system, the communication between the robots is the most important part, especially on cooperative tasks. In these tasks, the robots have to plan a series of mutual motions, such as cooperatively transporting a table. They have to keep telling their partner what they are seeing and doing and what the next step is. Then they can make a mutual decision to plan the motions for both. Four kinds of messages robots should exchange with each other: current state, image information, individual decision, and roles. They are presented as follows. 
A. CURRENT STATE
At the start, the robots have to confirm what task they plan to accomplish, then they have to define the mutual goal. Next, they separate the mutual goal into several sequential step goals that correspond to the step plans. And for each step plan, both robots have to execute the corresponding motion. The segmentation structure is shown in Fig. 3 , and the relations among the mutual goals, step goals, step plans, and step motions are defined in the following equation.
where mg i denotes one of the mutual goals, which contains many sequential step goals sg i ,i=1,2,. . . n, the corresponding step plan sp i and the step motions for both robots sm
i . The current state messages coordinate the motions of the robots. Both robots keep on the same step and move to the next step until they both finish what they should do in this step. The robots may not always perform different motions in one step, and sometimes they have the same step motions, such as searching for an object. In this case, the step finishes when one robot completes the motion. For example, after one robot has found the object, it will send a message to the other robot. Then the other robot will stop searching and both robots will move to the next step.
B. IMAGE INFORMATION
In some tasks, the robots cannot obtain all the necessary image information due to real world constraints or camera limitations. So they have to share and merge the images.
Robots at first detect the color and region of specific objects and the environment to identify the important features. After the robot recognizes a specific object, four points are determined to define the region of interest (ROI). However, each robot has its own viewpoint angle and the images will contain some deformation. To merge the images correctly, the perspective transform [41] has been used to solve this problem. The perspective transform matrix is described by
where M perspective is a 3×3 perspective transform matrix, x image , y image describes the pixel of the original image, and x image , y image denotes the transformed pixel location, and t is a constant factor. After merging the images, both robots can use the merged image to execute the problem solving strategy and accomplish the step goal. Therefore, through image sharing and merging, both robots will obtain more complete information.
C. INDIVIDUAL DECISIONS AND ROLE ASSIGNMENTS
Even if both robots have a mutual goal, formulate mutual executing steps, and share the image information, each robot may make different individual decisions due to different embodiments, perspectives, and learning performances. So how to make an appropriate mutual decision is another important issue in cooperation.
We connect mutual decision making strategy with role assignment. That is, the robot which makes better decisions will be the ''leader,'' and the other will be the ''follower.'' Usually, the leader robot will decide on the mutual decisions that both robots have to follow in the next step. However, the VOLUME 5, 2017 roles are changeable. In each step, the robots will exchange their image information, individual decisions, and learning performance with each other to decide which robot will be the leader. In other words, to achieve a step goal, each robot will make an individual decision based on its own information and learning experience. The robots will exchange their decisions with each other and try to decide which decision is better. For different cases, there may be different methods for choosing the better decision.
In this paper, we propose two methods to decide which robot should be the leader and to decide on the mutual goal. In the first method, the robot which has the important current information will be the leader. This method is suitable for tasks which contain object tracking. The robot which finds the appointed object will be the leader because its image information is more trustworthy. In the second method, the robot which has better learning performance will be the leader. This is inspired by the peer tutoring idea in which the one with better ability guides the other. In this case, the mutual performance will be improved for the whole process.
Ideally, the robots exchange information all the time, but in actual fact, they communicate only when they have to make a mutual decision, for example, when moving to a next step, starting a step motion, or finishing a step motion. When both robots are stuck in a step much longer than the time they should take, they will ask the human instructor for help.
V. ROBOT PEERS FOR MUTUAL CONCEPT LEARNING
Concepts are the mental representations of categories. People use concepts to produce thoughts, facilitate communication, and make useful predictions about their world. Concept learning is the basic cognition ability in the human decisionmaking and categorization processes.
The concept attainment approach was originally developed for educational purposes. This approach engages students in formulating a concept by using positive and negative examples. In this indirect instructional strategy that uses a structured inquiry process, students compare and contrast examples to identify the concept [42] - [44] .
In recent years, many researchers have worked on concept learning in robotics and have proposed several theoretical views, such as the classical (rule-based) view, the prototype view, and the exemplar view [45] . Each of these views has advantages and disadvantages. However, these learning approaches mainly work with concrete objects in a classification problem, but are hard to implement in abstract concept learning.
In this paper, we utilize neural network structure [46] to implement abstract concept learning for robots, and we add a mutual learning method to exchange the weights of the neural network. The proposed mutual concept learning neural network allows robots to exchange weights with each other in the learning phase so as to curtail the learning time and improve the learning performance of both robots.
A. NEURAL NETWORK BASED CONCEPT LEARNING SYSTEM
In this paper, we propose a neural network concept learning system which allows robots to learn abstract concepts from images. Based on original concept learning strategy [47] , positive and negative exemplars are selected for the training. We build a three-layered backpropagation neural network consisting of one input layer, two hidden layers, and one output layer.
For learning a concept, we utilize two pictures to form a pair. The correlation between the pair of pictures represents the abstract concept, such as identical, rotation, or main color. Each concept consists of two sets of pictures, an original picture set and a changed picture set. Each picture in the original picture set has a corresponding picture in the other set. If a pair consists of a picture and its corresponding one, we define this pair as positive. Otherwise, the pair is a negative one.
We extract a number of features of the correlation of the paired pictures and include color histogram subtraction features, RGB color distribution, and edge features. The feature dimension is then reduced by the PCA algorithm.
The inputs of the neural network system are the reduced features of the paired picture, and the output of the system denotes whether the pair is positive or negative. The activity function of the two hidden layers and output layers are the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function.
B. MUTUAL CONCEPT LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK (MCLNN)
In this paper, we propose a mutual learning method in which robot peers exchange weights while learning an abstract concept. This method is inspired by reciprocal learning strategy in which two human students learn a skill together and share their thinking processes to help each other learn better.
The initial weights of the two robot neural network systems have been chosen randomly. And then the weights of the two systems are exchanged by
where w i (n+1) is the adjusted weight, which consists of two parts, a mutual learning term w ml (n) and the original weight w i (n) for robot i, and α is a regulation term which adjusts how much the robot trusts its own perspective. When the regulation value is low, the robot may significantly influenced by another robot. In contract, when the regulation value is high, the robot will force more on its own learning. Because the convergence speed and the learning performance of a neural network are usually significantly influenced by the input resources and initial weights, the learning performances of both robots are usually different. We can only define the learning performance by the prediction accuracy rate. So, we calculate the prediction accuracy rate cr i (n) for robot i at each epoch to determine the mutual learning term.
The mutual learning term is the weighted combination of the weights of the two robots and is proportional to the prediction accuracy rate. In this paper, there are two robots, robot I and robot II. In the case of the two robots exchanging with each other, there are two conditions for the mutual learning term w ml (n). When robot I has a higher prediction accuracy rate then robot II, this means cr 1 (n) > cr 2 (n). The adjustment will mainly be based on the weights of robot I, and the mutual learning term is defined as (5) . Otherwise, the mutual learning term is defined as (6) .
where cr 1 , w 1 and cr 2 , w 2 are the prediction accuracy rate and the weights of robot I and robot II, respectively. When a robot has a higher prediction accuracy rate, this means its weights are more trustworthy, so the mutual learning term will drift more to this weight. In other words, exchanging weights during the learning phase adjusts the weights with a lower prediction accuracy to the other weights.
In the case of both robots receiving the same inputs, their weights will become more and more similar after exchanging weights iteratively. And the final learning performance of both robots will also be similar. However, when these two robots receive different inputs, exchanging weights can help them adjust their learning system to avoid over fitting, and achieve a better performance.
Generally, the mutual learning term will adjust the robot that has a lower accuracy rate to the robot that has a better accuracy rate. That is, the robot possessing a higher accuracy rate will not be encumbered by the other one. 
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, simulations of the mutual concept learning neural network are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. We built the database from children's IQ logic books [48] , shown in Fig. 4 . In these books, children have to build a relational concept of the pictures to find the correct pair of pictures.
For each concept, there are two sets of pictures, the original picture set and the changed picture set. Every picture in the original picture set has a corresponding picture in the changed set. We utilized these two picture sets to form positive and negative pairs for concept learning.
In the simulations, we tested three concepts: ''identical,'' ''rotation,'' and ''main color.'' There are 24 pictures in both For demonstrating the effect of the mutual learning method, half of the pictures were used to set up the training data, whereas the other half were used as testing data. In the training phase, the picture pairs were further separated into two parts for robot I and robot II, respectively.
To further simulate the real sensor inputs of the robots, we added noise and distortion to all the pictures. Three kinds of noise probability density functions were used to add noise: Gaussian noise, uniform noise, and salt and pepper noise. The probability density function (PDF) of Gaussian noise is described in (7) . The PDFs of uniform noise and salt and pepper noise are described in (8) and (9), respectively. Then each picture is extended to 10 pictures, as shown in Fig. 7 . Taking the identical concept as an example, there are 24 pictures in each set in the beginning; 12 pictures are used for training, whereas the other 12 pictures are used for testing. So these 12 training pictures can form 144 pairs. To balance the number of positive and negative pairs, we added an equal quantity of positive pairs, so there are a total of 264 training pairs. These training pairs are then separated into two parts: 132 pairs for robot I and the other 132 pairs for robot II. All picture pairs are trained twice, and each time, the system will randomly choose a picture from the extended database. So these two training inputs of one pair are different. The testing data are established in the same way. The only difference is that both robots have to test all 264 pairs.
We used the same neural network to train for the three concepts and tested if the robot can learn the different concepts correctly.
To compare the effects of mutual learning, we tested the accuracy rate in two scenarios. In the first scenario, the initial weights and inputs of individual learning (IL) and mutual learning (ML) were the same for each robot learner. However, the initial weights and inputs were different between the two robots. In the second scenario, the inputs of individual learning and mutual learning were the same for both robot learners but the initial weights were different. Table 1 summarizes the testing accuracy rates of the three concepts with the two robots using different inputs for training. The mean of the accuracy rate, the standard deviation, and the results of the two-way ANOVA analysis after 50 simulations are listed in this table. It is clear that the performances of the robots improve significantly with the mutual learning strategy in all three concepts. In Table 1 , the scaffolding effect can easily be seen. The robot learner which had the poorer performance clearly benefited from the mutual learning strategy. For the poorer learning robot, the performance improved about 3-5%, and the standard deviation was reduced about 1%. Relatively, the robot which had a better learning performance received fewer benefits from the mutual learning. The simulation results show that the proposed neural network concept learning system allows robots to learn different abstract concepts from image pairs which contain several kinds of noises. The results also demonstrate that no matter how each robot learner performs individually, both of them can benefit from the mutual learning strategy. Table 2 summarizes the testing accuracy rates of the three concepts with the two robots using the same inputs for training. When two robots learn from the same picture pairs, they become similar after exchanging weights. So, the performance of mutual learning of the two robots is almost the same. The differences in performance between the two robots are all due to the different initial weights. The effects of the mutual learning strategy in Table 2 are not as obvious as those in Table 1 . The learning performance of the two robots is still significantly improved by the mutual learning strategy in the rotation concept and the main color concept. This means that even if these two robots share the same learning model and receive the same inputs, their learning performance still can be improved by sharing weights. However, for the identical concept, both robots can achieve an 85.4% correct accuracy rate.
The differences in the performance between the two robots are tabulated in Table 3 . Because the robots have the same learning system, when they receive uniform inputs while exchanging weights, most of their differences will disappear. However, in reality, if the robots obtain vision images from their own sensors, the images they obtain as the inputs of their learning systems will not be the same due to the noise in the environment or the uncertainty of the sensors.
After comparing the testing performance between mutual learning and individual learning, we then examined the convergence speed by setting a termination criterion for mean squared error (MSE) in the scenario in which the robots utilize the same inputs for training. When the learning curve reaches the termination criterion, the learning process will stop and record the current epoch, which is defined as the ''stopping epoch''. We tested the differences among these four conditions (the two robots using the two learning methods) by one-way ANOVA analysis. Table 4 summarizes the stopping epoch, the testing performance, and the results of the one-way ANOVA analysis, which shows that exchanging weights does not influence the convergence rate in all three concepts. Neither the stopping epoch nor the accuracy rate show statistical differences among the four conditions. Thus, exchanging weights does not speed up or slow down the convergence speed.
Generally speaking, the mutual learning method provides robot peers the chance to learn from each other while improving themselves at the same time. Thus, robots cooperate to help each other to learn better.
VII. ROBOTIC EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed robot peer reciprocal learning system, we designed two cooperative tasks and performed experiments on two service robots, May and May II.
Both May and May II are equipped with a vision module, speech module, laser module, 6-DOF arms, and mobile platform. In the vision module, a Kinect sensor is used to catch the color image, depth information, and human skeleton information. For speech communication, a microphone receives a human voice and an external speaker is set up to give robot's reply. A laser range finder, SICK LMS100, is utilized to build the environment map and to locate the robot itself. The laser module also allows the robot to plan a route without colliding into obstacles.
All the sensors are integrated onto a computer (i7-3520M CPU, 8GB RAM) which also executes learning algorithms and a decision making strategy. The appearance and the hardware and software description of the robots are shown in Fig. 8 . The difference between the two robots is that May II has some additional hardware such as a lifting platform and an infrared ray sensor in order to extend the grasping range. 
A. SHAPE SORTING CUBE
Shape sorting and stacking toys are related to many basic recognition abilities of children, such as observing ability, shape classification ability, and problem solving ability. They allow children to learn the differences among different shapes and match the blocks and holes.
In this cooperative task, one of the robots holds a box while the other grasps a shape block on the desk to put into the box, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . Both robots have to find the same shapes among the blocks and holes and make a mutual decision to plan mutual motions.
In order to implement a robot peer reciprocal learning system, this task contains a training phase and a testing phase. Before the training phase, both robots have been trained in a simulation situation in the concept of ''identical'' by the mutual concept learning neural network system. In the training phase, after the robots have executed it once, a human instructor will tell the robots whether they chose the correct shape or not. The robots will then adjust their concept system VOLUME 5, 2017 based on the feedback from the instructor. The training phase stops when the robot learners can continually pick the blocks and put them into the identical shape hole five times correctly. The learning procedure is shown in Fig. 10 . The robots then move to the testing phase in which they have to execute the task with unknown shapes.
At first, the robot who is holding the box will turn the box to allow both robots to see all the shapes of the hole. They then judge the shape by the mutual concept learning neural network system and calculate the individual decision score of robot i by the following equation,
where ACr i (n) is the accuracy rate of robot i, and y i is the output value of the neural network system. The updated equation of ACr i (n + 1) is described as
where C i presents whether robot i has made the correct decision this time or not. If the robot makes the correct decision, the value of C i is 1. But if the robot makes the wrong decision, the value of C i is 0. β is a constant weighting value, and n denotes the number of iterative times. In our experiments, ACr i (0) is a random number between the range of [0.45, 0.55], and β is set as 0.6. After each robot makes an individual decision, both of them have to make a mutual decision by comparing their individual decision scores. The robot that has a higher score IDs i will be the leader and its decision will be the mutual decision, as in the following equation
The leader robot then sends a message to the follower robot which consists of sequential step goals and the corresponding plans and motions. After the robots execute the whole process once, the instructor will give them feedback about their performance. No matter whether the robots perform correctly or not, they will move to the next run, except when they continuously succeed five times. We present one training process in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 in which robot May holds the box and robot May II grasps the blocks. The individual decisions of both robots are shown in Fig. 11 (a)(b) , in which both robots have judged which shape should be chosen on the box and between the blocks. The mutual decision is shown in Fig 11 (c) . In this case, the individual decision score of robot May is higher and its decision has been chosen as a mutual decision. Snapshots of the whole procedure are depicted in Fig. 12 . At the start, robot May turns the box to allow both robots to see the shapes on the box, as in Fig. 12 (a)-(c) . After both robots make a mutual decision, robot May II starts to grasp the triangle block, while robot May turns the triangle hole right side up, as in Fig. 12 (d)-(f) . Robot May II then puts the triangle block into the hole, as in Fig. 12(g)-(i) . Finally, the instructor gives feedback to the robots, as in Fig. 12 (j) .
We also tested the robots with unknown shapes, and the experimental results showed that the robots could choose the identical shapes correctly. The snapshots are shown in Fig. 13 . Furthermore, in this peer reciprocal learning system, robots can change the positions of the holding box or the grasping blocks with the same performance. In Fig. 14 , the positions of the robots are opposite to where robot May II is holding the box and robot May is grasping the block.
B. BALL IN MAZE
The second task is a cooperative game in which the robots have to coordinate their motions to move a ball in a maze from the start point to the destination point. To accomplish this task, both robots have to recognize the ball, the maze, the start point, and the end point. They then have to find the shortest and most collision-free path. After finding the optimal path, the robots will formulate mutual step plans and motions to move the ball.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of information exchange in the robot peer reciprocal learning system, a white board is placed in the middle of the maze to limit the view of the robots so that each robot can only see half of the maze, as shown in Fig. 15 . The robots have to share and merge the images of the maze to obtain a complete maze, and they also have to exchange information on the positions of the ball, start point, and destination point. The overall procedure is illustrated in Fig. 16 . At first, both robots search for the ball, and then the robot who finds the ball is assigned as the leader robot. After the role assignment, the follower robot sends the maze image to the leader robot who then merges the images to obtain a complete maze. The method of image merging has been described in section IV, and the results of the image merging are shown in Fig. 17 . To solve the maze, we adopt the GA-PSO algorithm [49] , which integrates a mutation operation into PSO to jump out of local optimum to find the best collision-free path. The leader robot then plans mutual motions for both robots and sends motion commands to the follower. After executing a motion, the robots search for the position of the ball and the roles are reassigned. In other words, the roles are interchangeable in the whole process. Fig. 18 shows the snapshots of the ball in the maze experiment. In Fig. 18 (a) , both robots search for the ball and the roles are assigned. The leader robot then merges into the maze, plans the path, and formulates mutual motions, as in Fig. 18 (b)(c) . And the robots cooperatively change the angle of the board to move the ball, as shown in Fig. 18 (d) . In Fig. 18 (e)-(h) , the robots repeat the process until the ball moves to the destination. This task demonstrates that the robot peers can cooperatively accomplish a task by sharing and merging information. In this task, the ball is the most important information, so the robot who can see the ball will be assigned as the leader.
The assignment and exchange of the robot roles ensures that the robot peers can always complete the task rapidly and successfully.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a robot peer reciprocal learning system inspired by peer-assisted learning theory and reciprocal teaching strategy. To accomplish a difficult task, the robot peers formulate a mutual decision and mutual motions, manage their current state, and exchange image information. They keep on communicating during the whole process to ensure that the task is executed correctly.
Furthermore, robot peers can cooperatively help each other to achieve better learning. Therefore, a mutual learning method has been proposed to achieve this robot concept learning. The simulation results in this paper have shown the efficiency of the mutual concept learning method. Robots can learn from each other to build general concepts from limited training, while improving their performance at the same time.
Finally, two robotic experiments have been provided to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed system. Robot peers accomplish the tasks cooperatively by exchanging information and knowledge. The mutual decision making strategy is associated with the robot roles. The robot which has a better performance or important current information is assigned as the leader robot and has the power to make mutual decisions. The experimental results in this paper have shown that the proposed robot peer reciprocal learning system does allow robots to work and learn together. CHENG-YING HSIEH received the B.S. degree from the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan, in 2016, where he is currently pursuing M.S. degree. His major research interests include intelligent control system, robot system and hardware design, robotic manipulator motion control, and mechanical drawing. VOLUME 5, 2017 
